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Hi! My name is Julie Schwan, and I will be your scribe assigned to take notes 
for this breakout session.  
Before we begin the session, we would like everyone to introduce themselves. 
If I misspell, misquote or neglect anything you want documented, please let me 
know and I will adjust accordingly. Thank you! 

 
Attendee information on the CLIC website 
Un-Meeting Event Page on CLIC website  

 
Session Notes                                    1:15PM 
Use of remote implementation - lessons learned from others. 
 
Question:  If you are doing remote clinical research studies have you beta tested with small 
groups, how did you find those groups, who did you test, or if you haven’t what/when do you 
plan on doing? 
 
Remote testing - COVID pneumonia - the way we did it, everyone has a cell phone, facetime, 
what’s app.  We consent them through their own cell phone.  Bought cell phone chargers 
because people don’t always bring their cell phone chargers to the hospitals.  It worked. 
 
Remote study - IRB - outpatient study - verifying the identification that they are enrolling.  Finger 
stick sample. Minimal risk, could be a barrier to getting people to participate. Curious if anyone 
else has had that issue?  If so what have you done about that? 
 
Who collects their finger stick - subject does, have online videos, video chat, and they mail the 
stick back. 
 
A lot of families do not want to do a collection on a newborn  (parents already had been COVID 
tested) - verification barrier (newborns?)  
 
Overall study - did send fingersticks to healthy volunteers and those in the ED.  No intervention 
needed.   
 
In reference to get consent from family member for an autopsy -  were able to get telephone 
consent.  * because to do otherwise was discriminating against people not giving them an 
opportunity to participate (via autopsy) in something that could help/benefit the health of others. 
Remote recruitment -  
 

https://clic-ctsa.org/node/11761
https://clic-ctsa.org/events/2020-clic-virtual-un-meeting-clinical-research-covid-era-and-beyond
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Planning on using respondent driven (remote recruitment) planting seeds, health equity task 
force working within the community working with underrepresented individuals that can recruit 3 
people, then that person would recruit 3 people etc. Has been used in the past. Has not been 
used in the COVID-era. 
 
Research.com (anyone using this or other recruitment strategies). 
Using Epic - depending on what they are asking examples: for medical record access 
specifically 
 
Try to achieve sample size - actually doing the consent yourself - versus a coordinator right out 
of college. Can convey your investment in the individual. 
 
Opt in or Opt out in patient registration in EPIC ? 
 
Health system - I2B2 - links to provide contact information - worked with the compliance officer. 
Recruitment using a combination of REDcap. Do cold calls. 
 
Two registries - cold call - asking them if they would like to participate. How they get into the 
system: suspected/or confirmed COVID.  
 
Opt out - we will be calling you in 2 weeks - post card with number to opt out. 
 
Contacting/identifying people outside of the medical records. 

• Connecting up with the testing sites - getting permission 
• Asking patients to refer their contacts 
• Using social media - rise above COVID (examples: facebook, instagram) 

 
Failure to enroll - too well to participate or too sick to come to the hospital to participate. 
 
How have you been dealing with hybird (some can be done remotely, some need to be done on 
site). 
 
A lot of studies that work that way, biggest challenges - routes for entrance/exit. 
 
Have to be done on campus with rules. 
 
What can be done remotely - how effective are the home devices ? 
 
Has the FDA weighed in on this? 
 
What other remote (sample collection, vital signs,) what about wearables? 
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What about COVID specific studies? 
 
Infusions - what about home infusion companies - they might have the infrastructure. 
 
Operation Warp Speed supporting nurses going out for collections. 
 
Very expensive -$111 an hour - out all day doing draws, 60 miles, for safety sending a 2nd 
person out (research assistant).   
 
Assigning innovative internet based services is important - cost a lot less. 
 


